
12/28/70 

J&J, 

When there is good reason for mail to be slow, it isn't. Your 24 came today, the 
fIrst mail since you seat it-. Also one mailed'11/26- t-While-the big deal you  
of the minor gift of POST MORTEM is unwarranted, it does make me feel good, so thanks. 
I'm-trying-to- ge-t some. copies-made-of what is-now-PN-III ( and.  will become- II- whma I 
can get to doing II). If and when I do, without paying for them, for I can't, Usti 
Pal-have one•for- you. 

Remember,-these are.rough draftsiewritten with-no-less time pressures than-news- -- 
stories, while I was developing their contents (as I think shows). I decided, in the 
last-minute-, to-remove the-hottest-thing from PM to use in II„ a correct decision, and-
i made no reference to it in III. I think with what I've gotten since, when I can 
finish-this workr _it_will be mind-blowinge  I've got that much now, in hand, the really 
significant things withheld from the Commission itself. 

Let me date PM for you. I had most of it wrriten in the summer of 1967, made a 
_few_additions_in early August, It may help to understand this was before Sylvia's or 
Thompson's books appeared. 

Our letters crossed. -Ln case mine got IWO, let me know and I'll send another 
check. But the fit is excellent and 141 likes the things very much.-I hope it wasn't 
too much trouble for you. From your description, you met HIM. I agree, never having 
met HER, that HER and HIM do not seem to couple. BE was very thoughtful, I believe 
honest. The advice HE gave me was good, and Lil was pleased, which is the maim thing,. 
Three pleasing purchases has to be some kind of record! 

I do wish I thought there would be some prospect of my getting out there agair, 
soon,' evenn -when 'FRAME-UP' is out I do nott-khow wh4t kind of "budget this small, new 
house has or how they'll spend it. The underground press, except for the Barb, has 
always bpycotted me, so'there-is no reason to dspedt demand from -the more militant - 
stWents for 	to speak as part of regular university programs. And I'm making no 
more gratis.-Besides the time, I'm cut-over-41,000-0n my-trips-to California alone,-  
counting only those cases when I was to have gotten my expenses and small honoraria 
that usually were-  nat-forthcominge-Ta-aate-the blacks -remain-turned-off. -I-may bave 
turned a semi Establishmentarian one on at a Christmas party at the home of a dear 
-correspondent .(LondonTimes)-friende-Heetoldeme-he accepted--my. invitation---to--come up 
and afterward asked our host to take him. Lil will not fly (the first lingered for 
Ahreemonths, so who-can blame-hee4,-but-Ielong to-get there again.witheseless formidable. 
schedule (I don't think I'm up to the kind I used to keep, although I did put in 20 
lours-three days ago_and_wasn't sleepy when" went_toebed)e  

. Again, thanks for your excessive kindness. Hal has a copy of COUP, by the way, 
arid I think POST MORTEM. Please do not tell -anyone-you didn't-pay far-the-xeroxinge--  
And have a very good year 

Sincerely, 


